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Welcoming a new team.
This year at the AGM it was time to farewell our president of the past three years, Peter
Chapman. Peter has guided the Club through some tumultuous times including roof
repairs and scaffolding, and more recently a pandemic! Peter steps down from his role
of president but will still be bowling down at our place. We thank Peter and the rest of
the executive and board for all the hard work and time they have given to the running of
our Club.
Our new team is as follows;
President; Tony Lumb
Vice President; Shona McKechnie
Treasurer; David Oliphant
Captain; Gerry Guy
Board

Catherine Dye
Alan Hyslop
Scott MacCamish
Les Clark
Robyn Rule
Mike King

Welcome!
Vacant

Secretary – currently Tony Lumb
in an acting role.

Meet The President
Our new president, Tony Lumb was born in Huddersfield, Yorkshire in England and moved to
Manchester as a baby, then on to Hertfordshire to the North of London.
Tony moved to New Zealand with his wife Hazel in 2006 but still has strong family links in the
old country with children from his first marriage and a small sprinkling of grandchildren.
With a wide range of skills that include electrical / heating / ventilation / refrigeration, Tony
has travelled the world and has been self employed since 1994. He has worked all over the UK
from Jersey to Aberdeen including North Sea oil platforms, India, Saudi Arabia, Caribbean,
Switzerland, Italy and recently all over NZ, plus a few stints in Australia.
In 2015, Tony embarked on a quest to bring what is allegedly the world’s first alcoholic drink to
the people of New Zealand. He has mastered the manufacture of Mead and is working hard to
get this historic and scrumptious product the recognition it deserves here in NZ.
Currently living in Henderson Valley with Hazel, three ginger cats, five chickens and one sheep
(the sheep is currently living next door as he has fallen in love with one of their cows) and a
few thousand bees.

With two businesses to run and a large property to look after, plus the work he does down at
Henderson Bowling Club, there isn’t a lot of time left over to relax but given the chance Tony
likes to read while listening to music (taking in a wide range, including opera, Jazz, 60's rock
and roll, 70's and 80's rock and a bit of country.) Previously he has done some pistol shooting
until banned in the UK, motorcycle racing and he holds a European and a NZ private pilots
licenses.
If you see Tony around the place be sure to say hello!

Gallery!

Keep Calm & Play Bowls!

These people
must bee mad!

Can you spot the bee in this picture?

Test your word knowledge
An ------ of tigers
One to get you
started…
A swarm of bees.

An ----of ants
A ----- of swans

An easy one…
A ----- of lions

And…
A ?????
Of
Scotsmen

News

The final of the Jade Cup will be held at
10.00am on Friday 7th August.
Come on down to support the finalists in
what will no doubt be a cracking match.
Don Baker / Laurita Arnerich vs. Mike
King / Willemina Starke.

